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Abstract 
In the genomes of most organisms, the biological role of an overwhelming 
percentage of DNA is not known Initially it was thought that this non-coding DNA 
represents Sunk DNA' But now, the term ')unk" is recognized a s  something of a 
misnomer, especially m the light of increasing evidence supporting its role In gene 
regulation It is also believed that non-coding DNA has special structural and 
physical properties, whlch help in these regulatory functions For example, several 
analyses have shown that the promoter sequences possess some speclal properties 
like curved DNA structures and low stability, which make them stand out from the 
rest of the genome and probably help RNA polymerase to exactly locate a promoter 
sequence m the complex maze of a genome In the present work, computational 
analysis of three such properties, 1) DNA bending and curvature, 2) DNA 
bendability and 3) DNA stability have been carried out There are many 
evidences, which suggest that these propertles of promoter sequences play an 
Important role in the process of transcription The first chapter (Chapter 1) of the 
thesls gives a brief overview of these three properties of DNA and thelr role In gene 
expression An in-depth understanding of these propertles of genornic DNA will not 
only help in giving some clues regarding the regulation of gene expression but may 
also help in improving present promoter and gene prediction programs 
When the present study was initiated, a number of dinucleotide and 
trinucleotide parameters were available whlch could be used for predlction of 
curvature, bendability as  well a s  stability in a given nucleic acld sequence Before 
starting the study, a systematic assessment of all these parameters vis-a-vis the 
experimentally available data, was necessary Such a systematic evaluation of DNA 
stability parameters was already present In literature But in case of curvature 
predlction, no such analysis was available Different groups have used different 
dinucleotide parameters to predlct the curvature in a DNA sequence In addition, 
different geometrical measures have been used to quant~fy the curvature A 
rlgorous and physically meaningful description of curvature is necessary, 
considering ~ t s  potential use in predicting functional genomic sites A s  an effort 
towards developing a standard protocol, a number of geometrical measures are 
characterized (Chapter 2) and varlous dinucleotide and trinucleotlde models, which 
have been developed for prediction of the curvature, are evaluated in Chapter 3 
Unfortunately, due to meager amount of experlmentally available DNA bendability 
data, ~t is not possible to carry out sirnllar standardization 
Most of the analyses related to unusual DNA structures and stability have been 
carried out on a particular set of promoter sequences or  on promoter sequences 
from similar organisms To see whether the promoters from a wide variety of 
organisms share these special properties, analysis of sets of promoters from 
bacteria, vertebrate and plants has  been carried out These promoters were 
analyzed with respect to all three properties v l z ,  DNA curvature, bendabllity a n d  
stability, mentioned above The results of thls analysis are  descnbed in Chapter 4 
of this thesis Although promoters from prokaryotes as well as eukaryotes share 
certaln common features llke stability and  bendability profiles, there are s~gnificant 
differences in DNA curvature profiles and nucleotide composition Chapter 4 
discusses the relation of the observed simllaritles and differences among promoters 
with some of the known facts about transcription process in each of these classes of 
promoters 
In the post-genomic era, correct gene prediction has become one of the biggest 
challenges in genome annotation Improved promoter prediction methods can be 
one step towards developing more reliable ab znztzo gene prediction methods The 
ultimate aim of thls study was to use special structural properties of promoters in 
developing a better promoter prediction method For thls purpose, detailed analysls 
of structural properties of individual promoters, in addltion to average properties, 
was very necessary In this study, 227 experlmentally determined E colz promoters 
are individually analyzed The results of this analysls are presented In Chapter 5 It 
is found that low stability is the more common promoter feature than the presence 
of curved DNA and low bendability 
In the present study, this observation 1s used in developing a novel prokaryotic 
promoter prediction algorithm based on DNA stability Thls algorithm 1s described 
in detall in Chapter 6. Our analysis shows that this method of promoter prediction 
based on the differences in the stability of DNA sequences In the promoter and non- 
promoter region works much better compared to exlst~ng prokaryotic promoter 
prediction programs, which are based on sequence motlf searches At present, the 
method works optimally for genomes such a s  that of Eschenchla colz, which have 
near 50 % G+C composition and also performs satisfactorily in case of other 
prokaryotic promoters Our analysis shows that the change in stability of DNA 
provides a much better clue than usual sequence motifs, such as Pribnow box and 
-35 sequence, for differentiating promoter reglon from non-promoter regons To a 
certain extent, it is more general and is likely to be applicable across organisms 
Hence, incorporation of such features in addition to the signature motifs can 
greatly improve the presently available promoter prediction programs 
During this study, compositional analysis of herpesviral genomes is also 
carried out On the basis of biological characteristlcs, such as tissue trophism, 
genomlc organization, and amino acid identities, the herpesviruses are classified 
into alpha, beta and gamma types But does this phenotypic relationship 
necessarily reflect the evolutionary relatedness? To address this question, the 
composition of available herpesviral genome sequences (alpha 10, beta 8, gamma 
10, unclassified 1, Total 29) is analysed To classlfy the viruses based on their 
genome sequence compositions, statistical techniques of multiple analysis of 
variance (MANOVA) and principle component analysis (PCA) are used Jus t  based 
on their dinucleotide composition, viruses could be well-separated into their 
respective blologcal subgroups (alpha, beta or gamma) Interestingly, the 
unclassified Ictalurid herpesvirus 1 always falls into the Beta subgroup Another 
interesting case is that of gamma virus, Macaca mulatta rhadinovirus This virus 
phenotypically resembles other gamma viruses, but in terms of genomic 
composition it is distant from this subgroup The results of this analysis are 
described in Chapter 7 
The summary of this thesis work and future prospects are presented in the 
Chapter 8 
During thls study, modelling of protein C and its interactions with DNA is also 
carried out (in collaboration with Prof Nagaraja and his colleagues, Indian Institute 
of Science), which is described in Appendix-1 The C protein, a middle gene 
product, is the determinant of the transition from middle to late gene expression in 
bacteriophage Mu Based on structure based sequence alignment and molecular 
modelling in conjunction with mutational analysis, the structure of DNA binding 
motif of protein C in complex with its promoter (Pmom) is predicted Based on this 
modelling study, additional key residues, which are important for tertiary structure 
formation and DNA binding, are identified With the help of mutagenesis study, 
these residues are shown to be cruclal for C protein structure and its DNA binding 
